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IT'S 9:00 p.m. Supper is long over and the dishes are done. Everyone else in your family is getting ready
to watch Seinfield (while taping Mystery for you on PB S). You, however, have fixed yourself a nice cup
of tea and are settling down at your desk upstairs to read your first batch of student essays that term.

You turn with hope to the work of one of your liveliest freshmen, Chris Patterson, a twenty-five-year-old
appreciating college after his stint in the marines-and this is what you get:

Preparation. that word, as a witness and of a person who has experienced both sides of it, I
can attest to the necessity of it. Most things in life, if someone wishes to excel in a particular
field, they must prepare themselves. Case in point is the fact that Michael Jordan was cut
from his high school basketball team and through constant preparation, he is now the best
player to ever compete at the professional level of the game. As Confucious said, "To lead
an untrained people to war is to throw them away." Meaning that to be unprepared is to
throw yourself away.

How then, does a writer prepare to write? Well, at the forefront is knowledge, and closely
following that would be experience. This, of course, brings to mind an English proverb, "A
burnt child dreads the fire." This is not to say that fire is terrible, when in fact it can be very
useful. It is to say that the experience gained from being burned adds to the data base of
knowledge s well as lending credibility to the one who has been burned. Also keeping in
mind the actuality that experience can be a variable which is replaced through the
experiences of others by reading and listening.
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(31 Jan. 1994) 1

At least part of what composition scholarship has achieved over the past thirty years is that we're no
longer quite so sure what's going on here. I won't say that there aren't still some of us who would be
sure--who, for instance, would insist that this student was either lazy or didn't care about his work or
had turned in the first piece of trash he dashed off or was just plain stupid-because I know that such
certainty of evaluation does still exist in some quarters. But for anyone who's been following research and
publication in composition, such certainty-the assumption that we know for sure what's going on
here--has evaporated.

This is a huge step, and we ought to take a moment to reflect on it and appreciate it: we may not yet
know how to evoke reliably from students the kind of writing we'd most like to read, but we do know
that what we ask for and how we ask for it both have a lot to do with the kind of writing we get. Further,
we are investigating ways to help make student intelligence more accessible not only to us but to the
students themselves-through writing.

One of the first things we've learned to do, of course, is to value error: Mina Shaughnessy has taught us
to see the intelligence of a writer like Chris revealed in the choices he makes, to ask the student why he
has made those choices instead of penalizing him for them, to regard the mistake as the opportunity for or
avenue to learning, and to seek out the patterns in a student's errors. Both Shaughnessy and David
Bartholomae are more likely to see three solvable problems where I'm only able to see three hundred
insolvable ones, but ifI were to make a start on Chris's paragraphs above, even I could see some obvious
and revealing patterns.

First, Chris is a reader: he likes to use quotations from what he's read, and he's mechanically skilled at
integrating them into his own sentences (he uses the right punctuation and capitalization, for instance).
He also wants to be taken seriously in the academic world, so much so that he makes some academic
moves that aren't entirely appropriate in the context of the assigrunent (which was a tight, detailed
five-page write-up of his interview with a faculty member about her writing). He clutters his prose with
catch phrases that his ear, unfortunately, has been quick enough to pick up: "attest to the necessity of,"
"case in point," "the fact that," "at the forefont," "this, of course, brings to mind," "this is not to say
that," "when in fact," "it is to say," "adds to the data base of knowledge," "lending credibility to," "also
keeping in mind," "variable." In that balance of "this is not to say"l"it is to say," however, I feel hopeful:
Chris pays attention to language and at times has a good ear for it (even if, at the moment, "two left feet"
is the phrase that keeps coming to mind).

What about the actual errors in Chris's piece, though? I'm keenly aware, when I read Shaughnessy and
Bartholomae on the study of error, that I need much more training and practice, a much deeper
understanding of how language operates, to be of use to my students in diagnosing error in the way a
professional teacher of writing ought to be of use. Our last-minute staffing of writing courses over the
past thirty years may have led the public to believe that anyone that anyone who speaks, reads, and writes
English could teach writing, but Shaughnessy's Errors and Expectations has taught us otherwise:
effective teachers of writing need extensive and continuing training in error analysis and in the structure
oflanguage-particularly, among certain student populations, training in detecting variations between
Standard Written English (SWE) and other languages or dialects. While prescriptive grammar taught
separately from writing has been shown in various studies to have no effect (or even a negative effect) on
the improvement of student writing, numerous scholars (Kolin, Noguchi, and Paraskevas, among others)
argue convincingly that descriptive grammar studies based on real language examples give students
rhetorical choices and strategies otherwise unavailable to them-and such studies are, at the very least,
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essential for teachers of writing, if only so they can be noninvasive enough to meet the fundamental
directive of their fellow professionals in medicine ("At least do no harm").

Chris is clearly not the kind of "basic" writer Shaughnessy worked with at City University of New York
under open admissions in the early seventies. With my limited expertise, I'm able primarily to pick out his
affection for and understanding of the possibilities of the effective fragment-even though he clearly
hasn't mastered it and is abusing it here. He also makes some strange mismatches in prepositional phrases
(sentence 2) and in pronoun reference: "most things in life, if someone wishes to excel in a particular
field, they must prepare themselves." 1 see the contortions here-the odd jump from "things" to
"someone" to "they"-as well as the later sentence beginning "Also keeping in mind" as attempts to
avoid using "1" in an academic paper, even though he uses it once on the second line (perhaps he felt that
was already one time too many). The capitalization error on the second word seems insignificant since no
similar error occurs anywhere else in the paper-an "accident," as Bartholomae would call it, instead of
an indication of a pattern of error, of some "intermediate system" of language the student has constructed
and based on which he is consistently making choices at odds with the conventions of SWE.

Still, trying to cut the "lard factor" (Richard Lanham's term) from or to analyze errors in Chris's paper
seems like "shooting flees off a charging rhinoceros," to quote Duncan Carter-especially since I had
already read enough writing from Chris to be stunned by this first formal essay from him. Below are
several excerpts, uncorrected, from the fifteen or more journal entries I had seen from Chris before his
first typed paper carne in (note the dates; the last was written on the same day as the paper above). I've
also included a full-page photocopy of one of his journal entries (see app. 1) to give a sense of the
conditions under which these entries were written. Note particularly his highly developed feel for and skill
with parallel structure.

What kind of writing is necessary for today? Most people simply write to pay bills, maybe
write someone a letter and fill out job applications. Maybe they even write up their own
resume, yet that is still standard without much creativity. It appears that people just do not
write for pleasure anymore. Myself, 1 must admit, am included in that bracket. I've been
working on a book for the last three years, yet I'm less than three chapters into it. I suppose
my excuses are not much different than anyone else's-not enough time, too many things
going on, loss of interest; but what it really comes down to is procrastination. Then again, if
everyone were to be writers, there would be too much to read and too little time to do it in.
Another case of supply and demand. (19 Jan. 1994)

I use my jokes whenever I'm in a dilemma that I feel I cannot get out of otherwise. It was
pretty funny and I got the reaction I had wanted. It is weird sometimes I get off the great line
or make a real statement, something that someone can hold on to and chew mentally and
consume with thought or laughter, but other times I have difficulty justspeaking with this
nervous hitch in my throat and sometimes even consumed with a case of the shakes as if I
were someone in a drug rehab program going through withdrawal. I haven't noticed anything
special or different about these bouts with nervousness, but there has got to be something to
it. It sometimes seems as if I only get nervous when I'm trying too hard and that I'm always
at my best when I feel I don't have anything to prove to anyone. (20 Jan. 1994)

I cannot really agree with the comparison of writing practice and running practice. If a lot of
people were to simply write down their thoughts in no particular order there would be a lot
of scary reading. (25 Jan. 1994)

If you want distractions though, I can top them all. With the kids continuously telling me
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how their mother would read a book to us and "I want to go to mommies," with dog
pestering me to take him for a walk, the radio going it just adds up. It serves me right for not
doing this before they came over. It is awesome when they are here though. Not many things
can compare to the kind of warm fuzzies they can give. In the end, it all puts a smile on my
face and warmth in my heart and reading them a book when I'm done with this will be the
perfect ending. Well, not quite perfect, but damn near. There aren't many sweeter words to
hear than, "I love you, daddy. Goodnight." (31 Jan. 1994)

What would my impression of Chris's mind have been ifthe first writing I had ever seen from him was
that convoluted essay quoting Confucius? Fragments, cliches, mismatched prepositions and pronouns,
and an array of strategies meant to impress the reader but more effectively seeming to distance the writer
from his own thoughts and feelings-all would have led me astray. The journal shows a different mind at
work. Chris's earliest entries were a bit stiff, trying to impress, but the heavy workload in the class forced
him to give up his perfectionism; he simply couldn't do all the writing required of him if he slowed down
to second-guess himself while composing. As he warmed up and grew to trust the conditions of safety
into which he sent his required but ungraded fifteen-minute bursts of nonstop writing, his writing became
more direct, and his strong, energetic voice came through more loudly, with fewer disguises.

Only because I had skimmed many of Chris's journal entries before that first paper could I say, "Chris, the
writing in your journal is so much more powerful, direct, and clear than this. Could we omit these two
paragraphs entirely and cut to the chase, to your interview with Professor Bishop?"

As it turned out, Chris chose to revise, not cut, his opening. Before I show you his revision, however, let
me share with you the journal entry he wrote immediately after his conference with me about the paper.

To an author, writing is their life, their trade, their source of passion. To me, my writing is
sacred. It is not a piece of wood I whittle down into a whistle; it is something that flows
through time gaining momentum and creating a legacy like the river that carved out the
Grand Canyon. It is not something I care to tear apart, something I wish to see destroyed or
taken lightly .... I am no professional admittedly, I am me, however, and that counts for
something, It is as important to be an individual as it is to be a member of something more.
Life is a continuum that will not end with me just as it did not begin when I began. Each
person has their own process for writing or reading, for laughing or crying, for living or
dying; being an individual warrants recognition, understanding and respect. (6 Feb. 1994)

My colleagues would have a hard time seeing me as someone capable of making a student feel attacked in
a conference, as if his or her writing had been tom apart; they're more likely to see me as someone who'll
read anything, like four-year-old Mikey in the breakfast-cereal commercials, and chew it over carefully
(no standards at all, I can hear some of them saying). At first, I was thrown by Chris's reaction. But he's a
quiet, intense person, and I learned that he often needed to vent in his journal before he could explore a
new idea or viewpoint without defensiveness. He needed to voice his resistance to let go of it later. I
dread to think how he would have felt ifI'd been unable to praise some of his writing and tell him
honestly how much I enjoyed reading it-and how effective and strong his voice was when he wasn't
overediting himself, trying to sound academic and impressive. And he was a toughened military man in his
midtwenties, bold enough to declare is resistance to me in writing. What resistances are our many silent
and more vulnerable eighteen-year-olds keeping to themselves when we critique their work?

Here's Chris's tightened opening (he refused to jump right into the interview, believing that a respectable
academic paper should have a formal introduction):
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Education. The process by which one gains knowledge. Education. The building blocks of
life. Education. The key to success. Confucius said, "To lead an untrained people to war is to
throw them away"; therefore, to be uneducated is to throw yourself away. In our society
where success is so dependent upon the level of education attained, we have to give more
credit and recognition to those who dedicate their lives to educating everyone else. In my
interview of Elise Bishop, an English professor here at Western, I had the chance to discover
what drives a person to this underappreciated occupation and how a teacher of writing sees
the subject of writing itself. (9 Feb. 1994)

Obviously, I'll have trouble separating Chris from his love of fragments; a more productive role for me to
play may simply be to help him love them better, using them with more restraint and effect. But this is
clearly a different kind of writer from the previous one-and in only nine days! The rhinoceros is not
charging quite so fast. Even more striking is the final draft of Chris's second paper, a description of his
first day in boot camp, the third paragraph of which I'll give in exact transcription (a drill instructor has
just stepped onto a parked bus full of recruits; the substitution of "freaking" is Chris's):

"GET OFF THE FREAKIN' BUS. MOVE!"

The explosive violence of the next few minutes is like the first shock of combat, the
awesome moment when one calvary unit crashes into another, when an artillery barrage finds
its target, when an ambush is sprung. At least so it appears to the forty-four young men who
spring off the bus with me and line up in the road on the sets of yellow footprints, painted in
columns of three, each pair at the approved 45 degree angel. Thus begins the boiling down
of a human being who has been brave enough or dumb enough to submit voluntarily to the
heat. The resulting liquid-a curious mixture of fear, wonderment, paint, and pride-is
poured into a new and distinctive mold labeled "Marine."

(20 Feb. 1994)

Chris's writing ability did not, under my brilliant instruction, magically improve in this short time; I just
made myself a lot happier by letting him know that his non-Engfish voice was the one I wanted to hear
("Engfish" is, as most know, Ken Macrorie's term). We worked over his boot-camp essay sentence by
sentence because it was worth working on. And he still has a lot of hard work ahead of him, learning to
carry his skill with narrative over into other forms of college writing. But at least he and I didn't waste a
lot of time working on problems that weren't real problems for him. How many of us diligently help
students work on pieces of writing that aren't worth five minutes more of their time or ours, pieces that
they didn't want to write and that we don't want to read? Yet how can we make brutal statements-that a
piece is not worth working on at all-if we're making them about the only writing we've seen so far from
that student? I'm grateful for the work in composition studies that has helped me spend my time and
energy (and my students' time and energy) more productively and that has helped me read more of the
kind of writing I long to read.

Let me give my own favorite short list of what research in composition has achieved in the past thirty
years-or, at least, ten things it has taught me about teaching writing and about asking for student writing
in any course:

1. I've learned to put off formal papers, grading, and evaluation as long as possible, to wait and listen and
gather a huge amount of baseline data, written under conditions of safety where errors don't matter yet
(except as opportunities for learning). We need enough writing of enough different types written under
enough different conditions to give us a sense of each student's mind, voice, and relation to language. We
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might draw a medical analogy to the baseline mammogram recommended for all women in midlife before
any symptoms or problems occur, Only an X-ray of healthy breast tissues can establish what's normal for
each individual woman since each mammogram is unique: changes are then measured against that
baseline, Regular, nonstop pieces of writing are also like voice prints, each one distinct. The student has
been using language to survive for sixteen years or more before wandering into my classroom; the least I
can do is gather enough samples of unguarded writing to get a sense of that lifelong relation before I
make inaccurate assumptions based on one piece of high-stakes, graded writing,

Conditions of safety and trust need to be established before students will reveal their unguarded
voices-to the teacher, to other students, even to themselves, They've somehow been taught or have
learned not to trust their natural sentence-making abilities, their ability to think in language, They've
instead been putting their energy into how to sound smarter than they are, how to convince teachers they
understand or know something they don't (or think they don't), Dropping a disguise takes courage and
time,

2, I've learned from composition scholars that we can help not only with prewriting and rewriting but also
with writing itself, that we can and should go into the black hole of composing, We have effective tools
for invention not just before but during composing, I allow time for composing in class and write with my
students, trying a variety of strategies: for example, Sondra Perl's "Composing Guidelines," collaborative
stories, Sheridan Blau's invisible writing, various writing-to-learn heuristics (see app. 2), Peter Elbow's
loop process ( Writing with Power ), (My students find the cartoon version of the loop process,
developed by Karen Kurt, one of Elbow's graduate students, a helpful reference; see app. 3, Kurt drew an
altered version for the second edition of Community of Writers to reflect Elbow's uneasiness with any
implication that loop writing should be rigidly linear, but both versions are useful.)

I've learned to break up students' nonproductive composing habits in as many ways as possible: with
various bursts of nonstop exploratory writing heedless of errors and typos, with pen and paper or at a
computer keyboard, and especially in the heat and community of hardly-stop ping- to-breathe in-class
writing, The longer students sustain a session of guided exploratory writing, the more likely they are to
cut through the static that keeps a clear sound from coming through, Students who cripple their writing
by stopping to edit themselves mercilessly at the end of every sentence, sometimes in the middle of
sentences, need to try a range of composing strategies to see what might work for them, And such
students are often astounded to discover that there are questions they can ask themselves as they write
that help them go deeper, stay on track, try a fiuitful digression, articulate a central research question, or
jump into a completely different perspective,

3, Scholars in composition have taught me also to intervene at several other strategic points in the writing
process-for instance, the moment before students select passages from the exploratory writing to shape
or incorporate into a draft, discarding the rest. Chris Anderson's experience ("New Rhetoric") confirmed
my own, that again and again students edit out the best things in their freewriting. I realized I wanted to
read that early exploratory writing before students had a chance to ruin it or take the best things out.
Oddly enough, a teacher can be remarkably bossy and authoritative at this stage in the process and
students don't resent it; they even like it. When I write violent things in the margin like "KEEP THIS-if
this passage doesn't show up in your final paper, I'll shoot you," students are pleased and encouraged.
The sensation is one of giving them back their won ideas, their own telling details or great lines; they
aren't trained or equipped to recognize them yet (although they start to learn what to look for and keep as
a result of this process). Who wouldn't rather influence the process at this formative stage, tell them what
to keep and build on, than complain about what they haven't done or what they've done wrong when it's
too late? A teacher can point to evolving lines of reasoning, proto-arguments, effective details, the tracks
of developing thoughts. Also, reading this exploratory writing is like eating candy and goes much faster
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than reading polished essays; I don't have to edit, correct, or grade it. I just skim through it, highlighting
passages that leap out, passages I feel the author should save.

It's important to separate this practic.e-of saving radiant pieces of freewriting=-from the practice of
commenting on drafts of papers (unless these drafts are written under specific instructions to shift
perspective, genre, voice, or focus, as in Toby Fulwiler's strategies for provocative revision). While the
notion of allowing, in fact insisting on, multiple drafts is one of the central contributions composition
studies has made to our teaching practice, the first draft of a paper may be too late: students may already
have thrown out or set aside their most striking language and ideas, thinking them inappropriate for the
"academy."

4. I've learned from Mike Rose, among others, that instead of teaching modes or genres
(compare-and-contrast, say, or definition papers) as set forms into which my student's final papers must
be forced, I can encourage my students to use such forms and modes as heuristic devices. The list of
writing-to-learn strategies I've developed, based on work Sam Watson was doing at the University of
North Carolina, Charlotte, helps me present these "forms" as ways of thinking, learning, and discovering
(again, see app. 2). The final paper mayor may not fit, for instance, a compare-contrast format; the
content may demand some structure of its own by the time the students' thinking is done (see Anderson
citing William Irmscher, "[F]orm is the shape of content," Free Style 78; Bridwell-Bowles on opening up
our definitions of acceptable academic genres). But I can push them to write-to-learn by using these
structures as strategies to deepen their reading, to develop and extend their thought early and throughout
the process.

As Pat Belanoffpoints out, it's often the A students who resist exploratory writing; they want closure too
soon. They've figured out the mechanical forms, how to get the grade with minimum effort, and don't see
the point of pushing their thinking through what they see as throwaway writing. Our traditional genres or
modes can be deadly as rigid forms, but they grew out of crucial tactics of the mind. Used as heuristics to
complicate one's thinking, as "inquiry strategies" to explore and assimilate a wealth of material, they can
dynamite students out of mental blocks and reinforce the student writer's "obligation for substantive
knowing" (Reither 624). Because these heuristic leaps on the page are informal and ungraded, they can
also help students move productively, in Polanyian terms, between the personal and universal poles of
their knowledge, to realize that all knowledge exists on a continuum between these two poles and
requires both, or it ceases to be knowledge.

James Reither in particular has reminded me how essential a role knowledge, substantive knowing, plays
in all writing. In our enlightened talk about exploratory writing and process, we need to keep making
clear to our colleagues and students that we're talking about ways to read, research, assimilate, and think
about a mass of information more effectively, not somehow to make do without it. Students cannot
"write their way out of their ignorance" (Reither 622). The rhythm between taking-in and writing-out
nurtures each (Elbow, Embracing Contraries xiii)-and Reither emphasizes that we have yet to research
fully the role that knowledge and knowledge differentials (usually between people who share a certain
knowledge base, who belong to a specific community of knowers) play in moving a writer to write in the
first place.

5. Composition studies has taught me that writing is social and collaborative. Writing with my students;
setting up classrooms where they regularly write to and for each other, not just for me; orchestrating
effective peer editing groups and celebrative occasions for reading our work out loud to each other-all
are essential to changing and deepening our relation to language (Atwell; Calkins). And although such
structures may make my classroom look as if I'm giving up authority, I often need to have enormous
confidence, put in longer hours of preparation, and muster more authority than my lecturing for an hour
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would ever require, simply to establish these new structures and enforce some of these unfamiliar
practices-to make collaborative, student-centered learning possible and productive.

6. Composition studies has taught me to live with many paradoxes, such as the one implicit above (that
one often needs to be more authoritative, at least temporarily, to give up or share authority). "Embracing
contraries," Elbow aptly calls it. But one in particular stands out for me this year. The central required
text for any writing course should be the students' own writing-some writing program directors feel this
so strongly that they forbid faculty to order texts for composition courses taught within their
program-but certain books about writing may nevertheless shift student attitudes and practices and their
relation to language almost magically. Students are often startled that people can write whole books (and
not just textbooks) about writing that are absorbing to read. Donald Murray's little book The Craft of
Revision has had a transforming effect on most of my students this year. Natalie Goldberg and William
Stafford are other names that leap to mind, along with all the Paris Review interviews ( Writers at Work
). It's a truism that writers need to read voraciously, but research in composition has helped us appreciate
how much our students specifically need to read books about writing, books in which working writers
talk about their own writing processes.

7. As I mentioned at the beginning ofthis essay, analyzing patterns of student error and diagnosing
writing problems based on that analysis have become axiomatic in the teaching of writing. Error is the
path into the student's mind, the way to find out what choices students are making and why, our
opportunity to see how a student is sometimes being consistent while language is not. Penalizing students
for taking risks with language-because the level of error will always increase when students try to do
something new or more complex than they have ever done before (Bartholomae)-is counterproductive.
Students need to be able to try out cognitive moves to a higher level of difficulty in conditions of relative
safety. Their necessary crashes shouldn't become part of their permanent record, especially when they
should be spending all their energy on picking themselves up and trying again.

A changed attitude toward error and risk taking-from trying out a new punctuation mark (few freshmen
feel confident using colons and semicolons, for instance, and will go to great lengths to avoid them) to
trying out a new interpretation of a short story-can also change the entire atmosphere in a classroom.
So often, teacher and students alike spend their time trying to convince everyone else that they know
more than they really do; better to share honest questions and puzzlements-as well as answers and
insights. Fear rarely increases the intellectual energy in a room; too much energy has to go into
maintaining and dealing with the fear and into self-protective maneuvers. In contexts where fear offailure
has been removed, lessened, or at least postponed until some later time of reckoning, informal
exploratory writing becomes a remarkable source of information for the teacher about what's getting
through and what isn't, about the precise moments in a lecture or discussion when understanding broke
down.

8. Composition research has also forced teachers in all disciplines (including mine: literature) to look
more carefully at the structure of their written assignments, at what cognitive moves they're expecting
students to make, moves for which those students may have no training or preparation (Odell; Walvoord
and McCarthy). What we ask for and how we ask for it have everything to do with what we get. Simply
announcing that a paper on a given topic is due at the end of the term begs too many questions.
Sequencing assignments (some of them perhaps low-risk and ungraded, though required?) to lead up to a
final paper may be necessary, as might be reflecting with students on how scholars in a particular field
develop significant questions, set up and test hypotheses, process data, and write up their findings. Janet
Emig has helped us see how writing is a unique model oflearning, using the hand, the eye, and the brain
(and thus, unlike any other form of learning, being simultaneously enactive, iconic, and symbolic), but
many others are still in the process of helping us see how different disciplines may have different modes
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oflearning and different conventions for sharing that learning (Herrington and Moran). In fact,
composition scholars, through writing-across-the-curriculum programs, have led scholars in other fields
to articulate many previously tacit understandings about how knowledge is created and accepted in their
disciplines. A primary goal of the writing course thus becomes alerting students to these inevitable
variations and equipping students to negotiate them in the academy (Elbow, "Reflections").

9. Reseach in composition has taught me not only to teach the writing process but also to have students
reflect on that process. I follow Elbow and Belanoff in calling such writing-writing that reflects on the
student's own writing processes-> process writing. At the beginning of term, students can hardly sustain if
for four minutes at a go. They don't know that they have any writing processes of their own. By the end
of term, I can barely stop them. In fact, on a writing-skills questionnaire I use at the beginning and end of
term (taken from Elbow and Belanoff's Community of Writers 474-75), students are asked to answer only
with a y, N, or S (for sometimes). At the end of a recent term, however, one fourth of my freshmen

. wrote allover those forms (as, had they consulted me, I would have stupidly told them not to do), trying
to explain to me exactly how their attitudes, skills, and writing processes had changed. Apparently, any
white space on paper was fair game for writing.

Real strides are taken when students become conscious of choices, conscious of processes that were
previously mysterious and out of their control. Writing will always remain a mystery and require moments
when they give up control and accept gifts from language itself, from the generative power of syntax and
from the layered histories of words. But if they become reflective practitioners (Phelps; Schon), they no
longer find themselves at the mercy of writing. They have strategies to choose from, strategies for getting
started, for brainstorming, for composing, for selecting and cutting and adding, for pushing their thinking
farther, for reseeing and revising, for proofreading. It's crucial, too, that they have some knowledge of the
theoretical bases for these strategies; increasingly for instances, students come to college with some
experience of freewriting, but that experience has sometimes been fiustrating for them, felt like mere
busywork. They need some understanding of the purposes exploratory writing serves, the theory behind
it, its contexts and limits, before they can fully claim it as one of many tools in their writing toolbox.

10. Finally, I've learned that it's important for me to teach the whole process, including the preparation of
final copy (see the checklist in app. 4; we're hoping to come up with a campus-wide variation of this
checklist :0 that after students first encounter such a process in a writing course, they'll find it reinforced
and expect it in every course they take). I've required the use of computer spelling checkers on final drafts
for over six years now, but this is the first year I've required the use of Editor (software "for Checking
Usage, Mechanics, Vocabulary, and Structure"; Thiesmeyer and Thiesmeyer) and the submission of
Editor printouts with final drafts. Editor has its problems (a topic for another paper), but it does require
students to print out their papers well before the due date so they can revise and reprint; just the
additional time they're forced to spend looking word by word at their final drafts makes a huge difference.
After all, proofreading is a learned skill; we have to devote some class time to teach students the "slowed
down form of reading" they'll need to proofread successfully (Bartholomae 264). This year, I knew I'd
done something right when a student complained that her editing process took as much time as
composing the paper in the first place. "Yes!" I said loudly, punching my fist up into the air in a victory
thrust.

It's obvious these days to say we teach the writing process, but one thing we still need to say is that
whatever part of the process we slight in class, don't give class time to-from composing to peer editing
to proofreading-the students also will slight and give less time to. And the concept (central to
composition at least since Elbow's Writing without Teachers of separating composing from editing, of
moving back and forth rhythmically between them, just as we move form reading to writing and back in a
fruitful recursive interchange, needs to be embodied in my teaching of the writing process.
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These ten research findings (insights? commandments?) might be condensed as follows:

1. Postpone grading to get accurate data on each student's way with words).
2. Guide composing (to help students keep words).
3. Guide selecting (to help students keep words).
4. Guide inquiry (to help students learn through/with/in words).
5. Be authoritative enough to share authority in the classroom.
6. Study writers on writing.
7. Study error (how you "correct" writing).
8. Study assignments (how you ask for writing).
9. Study process (how students write about their writing).

10. Teach the whole process, up to and including the proofread product.

This list can't possibly cover all the achievements of composition studies in the past thirty years or all the
unresolved questions remaining). But because its findings focus on teaching, they do highlight a variety of
conflicts between composition scholars and literature scholars. Some literature colleagues (who are often
ourselves, simply wearing other hats and arguing with ourselves) are made nervous by too much
conversation about pedagogy. Talk about teaching is too close to our old stereotypes of methods courses
in schools of education. But composition studies has had and is having an important impact on
pedagogy-and somehow we have to convince our skeptical literature colleagues (or the skeptical
literary scholar/theorist inside ourselves) that pedagogy can't be dismissed as mere educationese: it's all
about how knowledge is produced, transmitted, consumed, and valued in our culture. These
epistemological issues are all about power and who has it, who doesn't and how to get it; but they're also
about, we should't forget, truth-who defines it, whether it exists, how we go about discovering and
creating it.

In the end, of course, the goal is not just to evoke from students the kind of writing we most want to read
but to change their relation to language so that more of their own intelligence is accessible to them and to
us. How do we help students see, through writing, that they have ideas, that they have an evolving
intellectual life? How can they come to feel that writing helps them think their thoughts and live their lives
instead of obstructing them? How can we help them push against their limits and resist the desire for
too-early closure?

These questions are much more important than simply "What do we teachers most want read?" Yes, we'd
rather read work with commitment, energy, and voice, work that reveals a mind engaged with the
material we love. But more important is that students and teachers both have a relation to language that
frees the intelligence-deepens and extends our thinking and living-so that the world begins to feel the
weight of it more directly, so that more of us can be brought into thoughtful conversation with one
another and with our own minds.

The author is Associate Professor of English at Western Oregon State College. A version of this paper
appears in Profession 94.

Note
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Appendix 1

Process entry: (Dialogue letter?)

Week 3, Day 5

Date: 1/31/94

-Please read

Tell the story, with as many details as possible, of making the cassette tape of your interview, timing it,
and hearing it played back. What are you wanting to change in your piece now?

Time started: 11:00 p.m.

Time stopped: 11.15 p.m.

Total minutes of nonstop writing: 15
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Appendix 2

M. Elizabeth Sargent Wallace
Strategies for Writing-to-Learn (Wallace et al. 67-68)

SummarizelRememberlReflect

1. Write a Summary a lecture, class discussion, seminar chapter.
2. Condense Your Notes: Read over your notes form a class and then write down what you think

were truly the main ideas, the organizing ideas, in that lecture or discussion.
3. Making a Test: Read over your notes and design a difficult test for yourself. Several hours or days

later, take the test. Include an essay question.
4. End of Class Observations: Immediately after class, jot down your impressions of what went on

and why the instructor organized the class that way. If you have any confusion, try to explain why
or to pinpoint in writing the moment at which your confusion began.

5. Lab Reflections: Immediately after a lab session, sit down and write about what you did what the
point of it was.

Zeroing In-Looking closely at important passages/details or key concepts.

6. Key Word: Choose a word that seems important to your reading (one that you don't understand or
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is repeated or otherwise emphasized), and write about all of its associations with anything else in
the text or in your experience. Look it up in a dictionary and puzzle over the possible implications
of its different meanings.

7. Mapping: Write a key word form the text or lecture in the middle of a page. Then build upon it by
association, jotting down related words and indicating relations with arrows. Continue until you
reach terra incognita. Also try Treeing: put a topic at the top or bottom of a page and branch into
subtopics.

8. Extraction of Significance: Take a statement from your reading or a lecture and exhaust its
possible meanings.

9. Write Out the Definition: Pick a key concept or term in your course, and try to define it fully,
giving illustrations.

10. Show Off on a Topic: Pick any topic, and write down everything you know about it, no matter how
obscure and irrelevant. This is a good way to get started on an assigned paper or to study for a
test.

11. Double-Entry: Draw a vertical line down the center of a blank page. In the left column, write
interesting quotes from the text or lecture. In the other column, respond positively or negatively to
the quote or write a related idea, something you wish to add, a question raised by the quote, or a
paraphrase.

12. Character Study: Begin your analysis of a frictional or historical character by reviewing two or
three key passages in the text; then write quickly every detail you can think of about that character,
puzzling over which details are the most important or revealing. Pay attention to the way the
character is described, what the character says and does, and what other characters say about the
character.

13. Literary Term: Choose a literary term (like "point of view" or "foreshadowing") that seems to
offer a way into the text. Write a brief definition of the term and then see what it can reveal to you
about the material you have read.

Making Connections-Pushing your thinking further.

14. Ask Yourself a Question (a good question, clearly formulated, to which you would truly like a
response), and then try to answer it yourself in as many ways, crazy and sensible, as possible.

15. Particle, Wave and Field: Look at your subject from three different perspectives. First, consider it
as an entity in itself (particle). Describe its essential characteristics. Next, consider it as part of a
process that takes place in time (wave). For example, you might describe its causes or effects. You
might explain what is required to keep it going. Finally, consider the subject as part of a whole
system that affects things around it (field). What are the other components of the system? How are
they related?

16. Pre-guessing Chapters: Before you read a chapter in a text, write about what you imagine the
chapter might be about, guessing from its title or from material covered in the preceding chapter.
(You can also pre-guess a lecture, discussion, or lab.)

17. Narrow down Your Topic: Write about an idea for two minutes. Stop. Pick a topic sentence from
that paragraph and write for another two minutes about that. Again, pick another topic sentence
from the second paragraph and write for another two minutes. The longer you do it, the more
specific you become about the topic.

18. Growing a Problem: Raise all the questions you have pertaining to a particular concept or
assignment. Jot down all thoughts on it, no matter how disordered and fragmented.

19. Making Connections: Write on every possible way in which new information can be connected to
ideas, beliefs, and information you already have.

20. Build Contradictions: State all the oppositions and contradictions in the material you are reading
or studying. Argue the pros and cons. Have a debate with yourself
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21. Doubting and Believing Games: If you are struggling with a new concept or perspective, write
down all the implications for your life if you believed that concept fully. Then, do the opposite:
what would the implications be if you doubted the new idea?

22. Metaphor: Compare something to something else, and then elaborate on the similarities and
differences between the two things, e.g., "This hunting story is told in such arty language, it's like a
BMW lurching down a bumpy country road." Unpacking such wild comparisons can yield
surprising insights.

Teaching a Difficult Concept to Someone Else

23. Letter Writing: Choose a real person to write a letter to about your subject. Experiment with
audiences of varying backgrounds and levels of expertise in your subject area (try writing to a
precocious five-year-old who would need an especially clear and simple-yet not
condescending-explanation).

24. Create an Audience: Pick a fictional or historical character or imagine a person to whom you might
want to explain a difficult concept, someone who might be anything form your worst possible to
your best possible audience. Begin by describing that person in detail. Include that person's
background, values, and habitual way of thinking. Briefly explain why it would be useful or helpful
for that person to understand the concept. Then, with this portrait of your audience in mind,
explain the concept.
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Appendix 4

Preparing Final Copy (a useful procedure for ALL papers to be submitted for a grade or formal
evaluation, provided you add the final step of revising on the computer one last time. Never submit a
computer printout you haven't read yourselfl)

Before submitting a polished final draft, go through the following steps (if! find you haven't, the paper
will be returned to you unread. You will need to resubmit it, and it will be counted late):

1. Type the paper into the computer if it wasn't composed there. Revise on the screen according to
feedback from your editing group and from any other readers.

2. Print out your first computer copy. Have several people read it. READ IT YOURSELF! Make
major and minor revisions on the computer.

3. Spellcheck (be sure to SAVE the spellchecked version on both of your disks before printing). Have
a dictionary with you. No spellchecker will catch everything.

4. Run Editor on you paper for the first time. Get a.11 Editor printout and revise.
S. Read the paper out loud to yourself, at least once forward and then once backward, sentence by

sentence, to catch fragments, run-ons.missing words, and typos. In proofreading, the goal is to
slow your eye down; don't read for meaning as much as for mechanical detail, like a copyeditor at a
publishing house. Double-check all page references and citations for accuracy and for
correspondence to Ml.A form. Make corrections on the computer.
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6. Run Editor again, this time saving all printouts from the USAGE program (you can include Word
Frequency if you feel it's useful) to submit with your final copy. If you disagreed with Editor and
decided to ignore some of its suggestions, you must explain why legibly on the printout next to
each suggestion you ignored.

7. Double-space. NUMBER all pages and put your name clearly on the first page.
8. Print out two IDENTICAL copies.
9. Get someone in your editing group to proofread IN PENCIL and sign one draft. Let them know

they are PROOFREADING only at this point, not suggesting major changes. They should read
slowly for detail, making a clear check in the margin by any line in which they have suggested
corrections or changes in wording.

10. In PEN, enter corrections you accept from your proofreader clearly on BOTH drafts. If there are
major changes to be made or so many small corrections that the paper is no longer readable or
presentable (say, over 15 changes), you should go back to the computer and then repeat steps 8, 9,
and 10 again. (If you rewrite a whole paragraph at this point, you should run Editor again as well).

11. Submit BOTH IDENTICAL copies, with the second Editor printout and with my feedback sheet
and the copy of your earlier draft I marked in class. Please put all of these items together in a
manila envelope.
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